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The UV radiation, heat and strong sunlight 
can fade your furnishings, fabrics,carpets 
and sofas.  High levels ofheat means extra 
energy load on your airconditioning system. 

Controls UV radiation, heat and excessive 
light giving your interiors a longer life.

Blocks heat before it enters your home
noticeably reducing electricity bills.

It is a proven fact that the application of the XDS Glass
Protection System to existing glass can enhance the
strength of the glass by upto 400% hence reducing
damage and injurty by up to 80% 

Limitation of today’s unenhanced 
glass is that the glassbreaks. 
Glass is everywhere, and is the 
weakest link tothe safety of any 
building.

Primary function of XDS Glass 
Protection System is to strengthen 
glass, then keep the glass intact in 
its frame,if broken. The likelihood 
of injury to person and property
is greater in the course of normal 

glass breakage than treated glass.

Storms, hails, hurricanes, earthquakes,
tsunamis... name it you are protected.It is 
proven that even there is suff icient force to 
break glass, the XDS GLASS PROTECTION 
SYSTEM (GPS) holds upto 95% of the
fragments together preventing injury from
shattered glass while also proving protection
from f ire and water. 

There are two parts to the system. One - A 
super tough mylar polyster with a scratch 
resistant coating. Two - A specially formu-
lated and proprietary high temperature 
acrylic adhesive, which when applied to the 
glass, actually inf iltrates the glass pores, 
gets absorbed and hardens to strengthen 
the glass itself.

The result? The same glass now becomes 
stronger by upto 400%. It actually repels 
objects hurled at it ! That includes bricks 
and f lying debris.

     Accidental Shattering            Thefts             Vandalism

Here’s precisely how XDS-GPS works

Your Shield Against The Forces Of Nature

The most unique security film in the world

Guard against break ins, burglary and vandalism

Premium Building Film
X COOL Series from XDS

Enhance the beauty of your Home or Office

Add style, distinction, and value to your property.
Choose from the variety of shades available.

Protect your Interiors. Lower Electricity Bills.

Enjoy the Sunshine in Comfort

While we all enjoy sunshine, we do not enjoy the accompanying heat. 
Now you can  enjoy the aesthetic pleasures of sun drenched enclaves without 

the uncomfortable side effects. Reflects up to 81% of the sun’s heat.

 Heat            UV Radiation           Decorative

Architectural Solutions from XDS
XDS Glass Protection System &

X-COOL Building Series

10 Year  
Warranty*

Distributor:-

100% Genuine USA made Product

* Terms and conditions apply. 

Dealer:-

New Breakthrough,  No Breakthrough

XDS Glass Protection System


